
 

CONSENT TO PROCESSING OF  

PERSONAL DATA 

✓ By clicking on the button, you consent to the processing of your personal data, and 

also express your consent to the fact that you are fully responsible for the content of the 
information prepared and provided to the participants of the Russian Creative Week-Far 
East Festival-Forum (hereinafter referred to as the Forum) during the implementation of 
events of its business program in which you take part as an expert, speaker and other 
invited person. 

Individual leaving an application on the website fareast.creativityweek.ru through the 
"Registration" form, acting freely, by its own will and in its own interest, as well as 
confirming its legal capacity, provides its consent to the processing of personal data 
(hereinafter - Consent) 

Autonomous non-profit organization for the support and development of creative 
industries "Creative Economy" (ANO "Creative Economy", TIN: 9715403646, KPP: 
770201001, OGRN: 1217700331650, 129110 Moscow, Gilyarovskogo str., 53, floor 6 
room 15 , fareast.creativityweek .ru ) - to the organizer of the Forum and the owner of the 
website fareast.creativityweek.ru (hereinafter referred to as the Operator) for the 
processing of their personal data with the following conditions: 

1. This Consent is given to the processing of personal data, both without the use of 
automation tools, and with their use. 

2. Consent is given to the processing of the following personal data: 
personal data that does not belong to a special category of personal data or to 
biometric personal data: last name, first name, patronymic, position, email 
address, phone number (work or mobile), name of the organization (place of work), 
photo, link to the profile in the Telegram messenger and a link to a profile on the 
social network VKontakte ; information about where you came to the site from 
(label). 

3. Purpose of personal data processing: participation in the Festival-Forum "Russian 
Creative Week - Far East" 

4. During the processing of personal data, the following actions will be performed: 
collection; record; systematization; accumulation; storage; clarification (update, 
change); extraction; usage; transfer (provision, access); blocking; removal; 
destruction. 

5. Third parties do not process personal data on behalf of the Operator for the 
purpose specified in the consent. 

6. Consent to the processing of personal data is granted without limitation of its 
validity. 

7. Consent may be withdrawn by the owner of personal data or his representative by 
sending the Operator a written application or an electronic application signed in 
accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation in the field of electronic 
signature, to the address indicated at the beginning of the Consent. 

8. In the event that the owner of personal data or his representative revokes Consent, 
the Operator has the right to continue processing personal data without him if there 
are grounds specified in clauses 2-11 of part 1 of article 6, part 2 of article 10 and 
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part 2 of article 11 of Federal Law No. 152-FZ " On personal data” dated July 27, 
2006 

9. This consent is valid all the time until the termination of the processing of personal 
data specified in clause 7 of the Consent. 

 


